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ABSTRACT. Land use and climate change along with anthropogenic impacts have significant 
effects on hydrological processes in river basins. Therefore, increased attention in hydrological 
modelling is being paid to the assessment of the impact of these factors on runoff characteristics. This 
contribution deals with an analysis of the runoff characteristics in the Bolnisistskali River basin with 
the current land use. The results of the analysis were compared with a scenario consisting of a change 
in the land use. The scenario is geared towards the land use for agricultural purposes and cattle 
breeding. The rainfall-runoff model with spatially distributed parameters was used for the research 
and comparison analyses. From the results of the modelling, it is obvious that the current state of the 
land use in terms of the runoff conditions from the basin is perceived more positively than a scenario 
based on delimitation criteria. ©2017 Bull. Georg. Bull. Acad. Sci. 
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The problem of environmental protection 
belongs to one of the most significant topics which 
society is currently dealing with. Land use and 
climate changes affect water regime, rainfall 
events, sea levels, and all the elements of the 
hydrological cycle. At present flood frequency and 
intensity according to the growth of the amount of 
extreme floods and rainfall are increasing. Flood 
protection is an elemental activity which can also 
affect the environment. 

In recent years, the impacts of climate and also 
land use changes, particularly with regard to the 
formation of runoff, are among the most important 
elements influencing flood regimes [1]. Land use 
and climate change directly affect key aspects of 
hydrological processes such as evapotranspiration 
[2], interception [3], and runoff.  

At present flood frequency and intensity are 
significantly increased due to modern climate 
change. There are several studies that focus on the 
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environmental impacts of climate change 
adaptation on land use and water quality [4]. 

The modern climate change affects the water 
regime, rainfall events, sea levels, and all the 
elements of the hydrological cycle. In the future, 
the incidence of floods linked to changes in the 
frequency and intensity of precipitation will have 
an upward trend, mainly due to long-term climate 
change. Flood protection is among the significant 
activities that can greatly affect the environment. 
Construction measures are usually used to regulate 
water or as prevention and protection measures 
against floods. These measures have many 
advantages, but in some cases they also cause 
environmental problems. However, there are also 
environmentally friendly solutions in the form of 
green measures that do not require or require only 
minimal structural interventions to the environ-
ment. In the past people built dams to protect their 
dwellings and adjacent lands, but also "cut" parts 
from sites near rivers (so-called “inundation 
areas”). Therefore, due to human activities and 
climate change, flood risks are still increasing. 

Hydrological models are widely used in the 
resolution of many practical and urgent issues that 
arise during the planning, design, operation and 
management of water resource systems [5] as well 
as in the quantification of the impacts of land use 
and climate change on the hydrological cycle [6]. 
In the last decades of the 20th century, many 
experiments were conducted in the hydrological 
science to develop new hydrological analyses and 
modelling tools, including the massive develop-
ment of complex hydrological models for simu-
lating runoff formation and erosion processes. 
Some of these models, which belong to a group of 
spatially distributed models, take into account the 
effect of different land use types in the simulation 
of runoff from a river basin along with individual 
hydrological processes. The best practices in the 
field include WetSpa [7-10], SWAT [11] and 
MIKE SHE [12] models. 

In this paper, we focused on the development of 
a land use change scenario and runoff simulation 
for estimating potential changes under the changed 
land use conditions in the Bolnisistskali catchment. 
The runoff change in the land use scenario was 
compared to the current state. Emphasis was put on 
a comparison of the changes in the depth of the 
runoff and its related components, changes in the 
spatial distribution of runoff in the basin, and 
changes in selected components of the water 
balance. 

 
Description of the Study Area 
The climate of Georgia is characterized by great 
diversity. Almost all types of climate regimes are 
represented here, with the exception of deserts, 
savannas and tropical forests. The Likhi range, 
which passes through the centre of the country, 
divides the territory into two regions with 
dramatically differing climates, i.e., humid 
subtropical in western Georgia and mainly dry 
subtropical in eastern Georgia. Georgia has great 
potential in hydropower, which covers its needs for 
domestic as well as industrial use of energy. In 
addition, the surplus energy may be exported to 
neighbouring countries and can contribute to 
economic development in the country [13]. 

The Bolnisistskali River basin with the 
Samtsverisi final profile, an area of 360 sq.km, and 
an altitude ranging from 450 to 2540 m a.s.l. was 
selected as study area for the rainfall-runoff 
modelling. The catchment is situated in south-
eastern Georgia in the Kvemo Kartli region.  

Deciduous forests predominate in the land use 
(Fig. 1a). The cropland is situated in the northern 
part of the catchment. The soil types are mainly 
characterized by sandy-clay loam and loam soils. 

 
Methodology 
The main aim of the article is to estimate the effect 
of changes in the land use on the runoff processes 
in the Bolnisistskali River basin. We simulated 
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runoff in daily steps for the period 1971 – 1985. In  
order to express the changes in the land use, a 
scenario was created (Fig. 1b). Therefore, the land 
use scenario was also used to test the ability of the 
model to simulate the changes in the land use. 

An analysis of the land use in a territory 
involves the calculation of the individual areas of 
the land use. We are therefore talking about the 
percentage of each type of land use utilized in the 
catchment. As part of this work, we have been 
working with the current land use and a land use 
change scenario. The land use scenario was created 
on the basis of the combination of the slope 
characteristics and land use classes. Zones with 
slopes of less than 12% and covered with grass 

were changed to cropland. Areas with a declination 
(12-20%) covered with cropland were changed to 
grasses. Areas with over 20% slopes, cropland, and 
grasses were changed to deciduous trees.  

The percentages of the individual land use 
elements and their increases or decreases between 
the current state and the land use change scenario 
are shown in Table 1.  

The percentages of the various land use types 
are expressed in relation to the total area of the 
selected river basin. On the basis of the delimitation 
criteria, the forested areas (- 67 %) in the scenario 
were mostly replaced by short grass (+ 64 %). 

To simulate the flow from the basin, the 
physically-based WetSpa rainfall-runoff model was 

       
a)                                                                             b) 

Fig. 1. a) Map of the current land use; b) Map of the land use change scenario. 

Table 1. Comparison of the land use elements between the land use change scenario and the current state 

Land use type Current state 
[%] 

Scenario 
[%] 

Increase/ decrease 
[%] 

cropland 14 18 + 4 
short grass - 64 + 64 
deciduous trees 73 6 - 67 
mixed trees 1 - - 1 
deciduous shrub 10 10 0 
impervious areas 2 2 0 
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used. The model uses geospatially referenced data 
as the input for deriving the model parameters, 
which include most data types supported by 
ArcGIS, such as shape files, grids, and ASCII files. 
Digital maps of the topography, land use (Fig. 1a), 
and soil types (Fig. 2) are the 3 base maps used in 
the model, while other digital data are optional, 
depending upon the data availability, the purpose, 
and the accuracy requirements of the project [14]. 
The following meteorological data were used in the 
model: daily precipitation totals from spot 
measurements at 2 stations and the average daily 
values for the air temperature at 4 climatological 
stations. The flow data consisted of the average 
daily flows at the Bolnisistskali – Samtsverisi 
profile. The input data (spatial and 
hydrometeorological) was provided by the National 
Environmental Agency (NEA, Tbilisi). We used 
the data from the period between 1971 and 1985. 

 
Fig. 2. Map of soil types in the Bolnisistskali River 
basin. 

The calibration of the model requires the 
identification of a set of parameters that will 
provide the best possible agreement between the 
measured and simulated parameters of the 
hydrological model in accordance with the selected 

criteria. Various agreement criteria were used 
during the calibration of the model for expressing 
any differences between the observed and modelled 
data. The calibration period was from 1971–1985. 
Twelve parameters for which a range of admissible 
values were set optimized. The Nash–Sutcliffe 
(NS) coefficient was chosen as the dominant 
criterion in this work. In this case the NS coefficient 
value was 0.65, which represents a comparatively 
good degree of accuracy in the calibration of the 
global parameters. It is essential in rainfall-runoff 
modelling to take into account various sources of 
uncertainties that influence the quality of the 
simulated runoff from a catchment [15]. 

Results 
The differences between the simulated and measured 
daily flows are shown in the hydrograph of the 
selected time period (1976) from the calibrated period 
(Fig. 3). The picture shows the inaccuracy in the 
runoff simulation with the WetSpa rainfall – runoff 
model. In the case of the simulated daily flows, the 
model understands them but has a problem with a 
sufficient capture of the hydrograph peaks. The runoff 
changes were evaluated by comparing the simulated 
average daily flows and their statistical characteristics 
for the current state and the land use change scenario. 
We also focused on an evaluation of individual 
components of the runoff that forms the surface, 
groundwater, interflow, and total discharge (Table 2). 

In the selected period, it can be observed that 
the outflow for the land use change scenario is 
lower, but the total runoff from the basin in the 
scenario is higher by about 1,100 m3. That confirms 
the assumption of an increase in the outflow from 
the area in the case of massive deforestation. The 
values of the components of the water balance 
about 9,500 m3 for the current land use. 

The created scenario was also used to analyse 
the ability of the Wetspa model to simulate changes 
in land use. The WetSpa model demonstrated 
sufficient ability to simulate runoff under changing 
land use conditions. 
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From the results obtained, it is clear that the 
rainfall - runoff model fairly well simulates the 
daily flows from the river basin compared to the 
measured values (the model slightly underestimates 
them). In reality, however, the mo  del fails to take 
into account the benefits of various land use 
measures and is very sensitive to the quality of the 
input data that affects the simulation results. 

Conclusions 
In the article, the research and analysis of the 
impact of land use changes on runoff in the selected 
basin are carried out.  For the purposes of this task, 
a land use scenario was created on the basis of the 
delimitation criteria, where the extreme land use 
changes were made. As a result, approximately 
90% of the deciduous trees were removed from this 
scenario and replaced by short grass. 

The use of water on forested land is generally 
greater than that of other land-use types, which leads 
to reduced flows from river basins; this is mainly 
caused by higher evapotranspiration. Although forests 
have obvious effects on flood events for small-scale 
catchments, the effects of forests on floods are likely 
to be minimal for large-scale catchments. 

The results of the simulation are highly dependent 
on the availability of the input data, the 
parameterization of the land use and different types of 
vegetation in the model, and the schematization of the 
simulated processes; therefore, they need to be 
interpreted with a sufficient degree of caution and 
confronted with other results from the literature and 
experimental measurements. The results could be 
used in integrated river basin management, especially 
in the organization of the river basin management 
process and the assessment of the impacts of the 
changes in utilization of river basins on runoff and the 
size of erosion-accumulation processes. Based on the 
findings, it can be concluded that the WetSpa rainfall-
runoff model with spatially distributed parameters can 
be used as a useful tool for land-use planning in a river 
basin. However, it should be noted that the reliability 
of the model is limited. 
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Fig. 3. Comparison of the mean daily runoff between the scenario and the current state. 

Table 2. Comparison of the long-term mean monthly runoff in the Bolnisistskali River basin between the 
land use scenario and the current state 

Catch-
ment 

period/sce-
nario [mm] I II III IV V VI VII VIII IX X XI XII 

B
ol

ni
sis

ts
ka

li measured Q  0.16 0.20 0.48 0.99 1.06 0.83 0.37 0.17 0.21 0.21 0.20 0.18 

simulated Q 0.13 0.25 0.61 1.01 1.08 0.69 0.38 0.20 0.19 0.14 0.16 0.12 

scenario Q 0.17 0.34 0.80 1.14 1.15 0.70 0.38 0.20 0.23 0.17 0.21 0.16 
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გეოფიზიკა 

ნალექი-ჩამონადენის ჰიდროლოგიური მოდელის 
გამოყენება  მიწათსარგებლობის ცვლილებების გავლენის 
შესახებ კვლევებში: კონკრეტული მაგალითის შესწავლა 
საქართველოში 

პ. რონჩაკი*, მ. მალიარიკოვა*, რ. ნოსკო*, გ. კორძახია**, მ. კორძახია** 

*  სლოვაკეთის ტექნიკური უნივერსიტეტი, სამოქალაქო საინჟინრო ფაკულტეტის   მიწისა და 
წყლის რესურსების მართვის დეპარტამენტი, ბრატისლავა, სლოვაკეთი 
** გარემოს ეროვნული სააგენტო, თბილისი, საქართველო 

(წარმოდგენილია აკადემიის წევრის  თ. ჭელიძის მიერ) 

მიწის გამოყენება და კლიმატის ცვლილება ანთროპოგენურ ზემოქმედებებთან ერთად 
მნიშვნელოვან გავლენას ახდენს მდინარის აუზებში მიმდინარე ჰიდროლოგიურ პრო-
ცესებზე. აქედან გამომდინარე, ჰიდროლოგიურ მოდელირებას ეთმობა გაზრდილი ყუ-
რადღება იმისთვის, რომ შეფასდეს ამ ფაქტორების გავლენა ჩამონადენის მახასიათებლებზე. 
სტატიაში განხილულია ბოლნისის წყლის აუზში ჩამონადენის ანალიზი, რომელიც 
კავშირშია მიწის ნაკვეთების გამოყენების არსებულ პრაქტიკასთან. ანალიზის შედეგები 
შედარებულია სცენარს, რომელიც შეიცავს მიწათსარგებლობის ცვლილებას და ასევე 
გათვალისწინებულია სასოფლო-სამეურნეო მიწათსარგებლობა და მეცხოველეობა. ნალექისა 
და ჩამონადენის მოდელი სივრცულად განაწილებული პარამეტრებით  გამოყენებულია 
კვლევისათვის და შედარებითი ანალიზისთვის. მოდელირების შედეგების მიხედვით, 
აშკარაა, რომ მიწის გამოყენების არსებული მდგომარეობა აუზის ჩამონადენის სახით უფრო 
ზუსტია ვიდრე სცენარი, რომელიც ეფუძნება საზღვრების შეცვლის კრიტერიუმებს. 
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